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. D7 r fis CoradoI
Please consider this letter .as my cownents on both the

:" Consideration of Environmental Impacts of Temporary Storage of
I lpsnt.tJoclear- Fuel After Cessation of Roactor Operations" andE ,

! 1*Waate/ Confidence ~ Decision Review." (Federal Register, Volume 54 '

L No. 187, dated' September 26, 1989) Statements in both notices-

'

. cpacifically tie these notices together and, therefore, I sha)) ;

'Eccnd:comm:nts on both notices in this one letter.-
'

'1 Both these notices. require that at-reactor storage-be
cvai3able and safe for at least_100 years. One hundred years is

~

cn oxcessive amount of time to depend upon institutional memor_y
or:onybody's'memoiy. To look into the future and:have confidence !

that our-institutions will-survive,in a form which will. provide
L ocfo on-site storage suggests clairvoyance and not reasoned 7

D'cpproaches justified with hard evidence and dedicated funding. |
_

Thio finding of.'storago-being available and safe 100 years anto i

;ftho-future lacks any merit. The opposite finding should replace
Lthio finding. I respectfully request that the Commission find ~!

thus s t
' f"Dut to the: Depar,tment of Energy's lack of qu'ality control of

dato: ano- analysis, inability to qualify acceptable sites.
|ccc'unation against subcontractors when dita c'ontradicts DOE's
, preconceived _ assumptions, and general. adherence to the political
; colution instead of scientific veracity, The f4RC cannot find that
temporary storage at reactors will ensure that geological storage
ifor.cpent' fuel will be-available and sofe when needed." I also
'wich to bring the Commission attention to the recent findingr. in
the Biological Effacts_of Ionizing Radiation, Report number 5.
lEIR 5| states that the danger from radioactivity is 4 or more
timme ' higher than pi eviously known. The Findings of the BEIRM,

'rcport will require that the NRC change many of its radiation
protcetion guidelines and rules. These changes stemming from the
' greater danger'from radiation reported in the BEIR 5 report will
-offect Both theso FR notices. Please stop all action on these
' notices until the Commission can determine the effect of the new
BEIR 5 report on these notices.

Yr truly yours,

*
12-29-09.
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